New Celebrity Couple? Find
Out
More
About
Kendall
Jenner’s Rumored Romance with
NBA Star Ben Simmons
By Haley Lerner
In celebrity dating news, Kendall Jenner is rumored to be
seeing NBA player Ben Simmons. According to Eonline.com, the
potential new celebrity couple met through mutual friend and
have formed a “close friendship.” Apparently, the model and
the Philadelphia 76ers player have been “hanging out,” but
have not put an official label on their relationship and are
keeping things casual. The Keeping Up with the Kardashians
star previously dated fellow basketball player Blake Griffin
for six months, until they ended things in February. But, a
source told E! News that Jenner is still talking to the
Detroit Pistons player. Simmons also recently broke up with
singer Tinashe and was featured on his ex’s Instagram page
just a month ago. Jenner and Simmons new relationship spurred
Tinashe’s younger brother to go on a since-deleted Twitter
rant where he accused Simmons of cheating on the singer with
Jenner. “Never met you before in my life,” Tinashe’s brother
wrote. “Days after u break my sis heart u do this… Cheat on
her [with] a Jenner.” But, apparently 22-year-old Jenner plans
to continue dating 21-year-old Simmons out of the public eye.

The Kardashian girls seem to have a
thing with basketball players. What
are some ways to cope with a

partner who has a time-consuming
career?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a partner with a time-consuming career is difficult.
Cupid has some tips on how to make it work:
1. Make time: Even if your partner has the busiest schedule
ever, it’s vital you set aside designated time to be in each
other’s company. Have weekly dates that fit into both of your
schedules and stay in communication. It’s tough when your beau
is busy at work, but it’ll all be worth it once you guys get
to spend time together.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Kendall Jenner & A$AP
Rocky Step Out for Dinner After ‘Flirty’ Outing
2. Enjoy your alone time: Don’t let your partner’s busy life
stop you from enjoying yours. Take your time without your
suitor to do the things you like to do. You can also use the
free time to hang out with friends and family!
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Kendall Jenner & Harry
Styles Reunite at Party
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3. Support your partner: Remember that your partner is sure to
be stressed out about his or her hectic career as well. To
make your relationship work, it’s important you support your
beau and the work he or she is doing. Let your lover know you
understand that he or she has a hard job and that you will
always be there to help.
Have any more ways to cope with a partner with a timeconsuming job? Comment them below!

